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Are Iron and Copper Radical Characters?
Dr. Robert DiSilvestro, Ph.D.,
Biochemistry Professor,
Human Nutrition,
The Ohio State University
In this issue of the Albion Research
Notes, we have the privilege of a
review article that concerns some
areas of controversy in today’s
nutritional biochemical opinion. The
guest writer for this article is Robert
DiSilvestro, Professor of Nutrition at
Ohio State University. Dr. DiSilvestro
is the author or co-author of over 70
peer-reviewed, research publications,
and he is the author of the recently
published Handbook of Minerals as
Nutritional Supplements. In addition,
Dr. DiSilvestro serves as a clinical
research consultant to Albion.
Have you ever said to a person:
“What I like about you is also what
I don’t like about you”? Well, that’s
what our body says to iron and copper.
When these metals are harnessed in
certain body molecules, the ability of
iron and copper to change charges
can have great function utility. On
the other hand, when iron and copper
are free to “roam the streets” in our
body, the ability to change charges
can generate free radicals. Free
radicals are very reactive chemicals
that cause oxidant damage, which is
implicated in many health problems
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Fig. 1. Copper glycinate supplementation raises plasma ceruloplasmin activities in middle
aged men and women. Data presented at the Experimental Biology 2007 meetings and
reported in summary form in a published abstract (15).

such as atherosclerosis, cancer,
arthritis, and Alzheimer’s disease.
Ironically (no pun intended), the
body has iron and copper containing
antioxidant enzymes that actually
lower the amounts of free radicals.
The whole key to whether these
minerals make or break free radicals
is whether or not iron or copper exist
in a relatively free, unbound state. In
this unharnessed state, free radicals
tend to be formed. In the best cases,
iron and copper are held by either the
molecules in which they function, or in
storage proteins, or in molecules that
chaperone these minerals to their
functional or storage molecules.
www. AlbionMinerals.com

A few scientists are calling for
people, especially men, to actually
make themselves somewhat iron
deficient by frequently donating blood
and eating as little iron as possible.
However, a faulty assumption may
be at work here. The assumption
is that the tendency for iron to get
loose and cause problems is due
to eating too much iron. In reality,
the tendency may be triggered by
iron release rates, not the amount
of iron in the body. By analogy, if a
car’s carburetor is flooding with gas,
the solution is not to put less gas
in the car. The solution is to fix the
flow rate of gas into the carburetor.
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Similarly, with iron, we may have to
limit the flow rate out of the binding
molecules. Using a more biomedical
analogy, just because atherosclerotic
plaques contain calcium, a low
calcium diet is not advocated to
prevent atherosclerosis. In support
of the idea that eating more iron
doesn’t automatically cause more
iron problems, a large survey study
finds that incidence of breast cancer
are not predicted by iron intake (1).
Similarly, blood values for ferritin,
an iron storage protein whose values
rise with increased iron intake, were
not related to first coronary heart
disease event and time to first stroke
event (2).
In contrast to the research just
mentioned, two well publicized
studies have found relationships for
certain heart disease rates with meat
iron intake, as well as with high blood
ferritin (3,4). However, it is often
ignored that one of the studies finds
no association of risk for myocardial
infarction with two other blood
measures of iron status, nor with
total dietary iron. It is also often
ignored that in the same study, the
association of myocardial infarction
with serum ferritin is strongest for
people with various health issues
such as smoking and diabetes. Since
ferritin is increased by physiological
stress (5), the high ferritin values
could simply be identifying people
with the most physiological stress.
In addition, ferritin values can
sometimes be in reverse proportion
to regular exercise, including just
moderate exercise in middle aged or
older people (i.e. 6).
Another issue is whether iron
intake relates to colorectal cancer.
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Fig. 2. Copper glycinate supplementation raises red blood cell superoxide dismutase activities in
middle aged men and women. Data presented at the Experimental Biology 2007 meetings and
reported in summary form in a published abstract (15).

Large surveys that compare cancer
incidence to iron intake or blood
markers of iron status do not give
a straight answer (i.e. 7,8). High
iron intake can appear protective,
detrimental or neutral. The effect
may depend on how much iron, and
what particular iron complex, ends up
in the colon after digestion.
Thus, these studies do not present
the clear picture that is often
portrayed. Although the issue is still
not fully settled, there is certainly
doubt that keeping iron intake low
produces health benefits. On the other
hand, keep iron intake to a minimal
can have negative consequences. For
example, a moderate iron deficiency,
the kind that does not even produce
anemia, can compromise immune
function and induce fatigue, lethargy,
and concentration problems (reviewed
in 5).
If the problem with iron making
radicals turns out not to revolve
around iron intake, but rather iron
going on the loose, how do we close
www. AlbionMinerals.com

the iron escape hatch? We don’t
fully know. One way the body slows
the iron escape process is to use the
other mineral on the radical producer
list, namely copper. In the body, a
multitasking copper enzyme called
ceruloplasmin can lock blood iron
onto storage and transport proteins
(5). Thus, one way to keep your
iron out of trouble is to eat enough
copper to keep good functional
ceruloplasmin levels. A recent study
from our laboratory showed that in
middle aged men and women, intake
of Albion’s copper glycinate increased
ceruloplasmin activities (Figure 1).
We do not know yet whether this
particular increase would affect iron
radical producing tendencies, but
it may. Another copper enzyme,
superoxide dismutase, gets rid of the
radical superoxide, which can release
iron from storage sites, which then
causes more free radicals to be made.
In the same study just noted from our
laboratory, Albion’s copper glycinate
increased red blood cell superoxide
dismutase activities (Figure 2).
Another approach to limiting iron
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damage may be to eat good amounts
of plant flavonoids such as found
in citrus fruits, green tea and soy
products. Some flavonoids can
prevent free iron from making free
radicals in a test tube system, but this
may also work in the body (9). Also,
there may be some wisdom in not
taking high dose iron supplements if
one has no degree of iron deficiency.
Although we don’t know an exact safe
limit for every person, it makes sense
not to take many times the RDA if no
known iron problem is being treated.
On the other hand, a fairly high dose
may often be necessary to reverse an
existing iron depletion problem (5).
If copper can keep help iron out of
trouble, is the cure worse than the
problem? After all, copper can also
make free radicals. One research
group says yes; the cure is worse than
the problem. They show that in a test
tube setting, ceruloplasmin can lose
copper atoms, which then make free
radicals, which then cause oxidant
damage to LDL (8). The same thing
happens in a test tube if one uses
free copper atoms. LDL is the carrier
of the so called bad cholesterol. It is
thought that oxidant damaged LDL
causes atherosclerosis (hardening of
the arteries). However, a number of
problems exist for applying these test
tube situations to real life (reviewed
in 6). One, the ceruloplasmin used in
the test tube studies was likely altered
from normal in the preparation
process. Two, in a study from our
laboratory, when rats were treated
to make more ceruloplasmin, they did
not have more oxidant damaged LDL.
Three, copper deficient rats have low
ceruloplasmin and low body copper,
but high rates of LDL oxidant damage

(probably because copper antioxidant
enzymes are low). Four, if mild copper
deficiency in humans is treated with
Albion’s copper glycinate, LDL oxidant
damage goes down, not up.
One other concern about copper
causing free radical-induced oxidant
damage relates to aging related
loss of cognitive function, including
Alzheimer’s disease. In a survey of
older people, those in the highest
25% of copper intake had the highest
fall in cognitive functions tests after 6
years (9). However, the study details
are rather odd. The authors report
that in the subject subgroup with the
largest cognitive decline, the high
intake of copper came mostly from
multi-vitamin-mineral supplements.
This is strange for two reasons. One,
most copper containing multi-vitaminmineral supplements use copper
oxide. Based on animal studies,
very little of this type of copper
gets absorbed out of the digestive
system (reviewed in 5). The other
strange finding is that unlike copper
intake, zinc intake did not show any
relationship with cognitive decline.
This is perplexing since copper
containing
multi-vitamin-mineral
supplement generally also have zinc.
Therefore, if copper intake was high,
so should have been zinc. Possibly,
some subjects in this study took a
weird copper containing supplement
that also contained some toxic agent.
The authors of the research article do
not describe the supplements taken.
In other studies, adding copper
to drinking water increases disease
symptoms in a rabbit model for
Alzheimer’s disease (10), and in a
mouse model for this disease, giving
www. AlbionMinerals.com

a copper binder lowers degrees of
certain Alzheimer-like brain picture
abnormalities (11). However, the
copper binder has a lot of other
actions, including making some
copper functions more effective.
Also, giving more copper to mice in
a different Alzheimer disease model
reduces symptoms (12). In another
study (13), Alzheimer patients with
low readings for serum copper
tend to have the worst cognitive
performance. Moreover, low copper
enzyme readings have been found
to be common in people with
Alzheimer’s disease (i.e. 14). Even
so, some researchers still consider
copper the bad guy because in a test
tube, copper can stick to molecules
that occur in Alzheimer’s brains. The
reasoning is that this will draw copper
away from its normal binders and
eventually cause free copper, which
could lead to making free radicals,
which can accelerate Alzheimer’s
disease. Unfortunately, the test tube
studies never actually included the
normal copper binders to see if the
Alzheimer molecules could draw out
the copper. Moreover, new studies
say that if copper actually does stick
to the Alzheimer causing molecules,
copper is kicked out the brain cells,
which become copper deficient (14).
Therefore,
Alzheimer’s
patients
might need copper supplements to
push copper back into the brain cells.
In view of this possibility, a study is
underway in Germany where people
with Alzheimer’s disease are being
given copper supplements.
Therefore, the case for too much
copper accelerating cognitive decline
or Alzheimer’s disease remains very
speculative, and some evidence points
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in the opposite direction (copper
works against cognitive decline). In
fact, most existing evidence suggests
that for the general population,
copper intake runs too low more
often than it runs too high. For
example, published studies from our
laboratory and others find that many
people do not eat enough copper
to max out their copper enzyme
readings (reviewed in 5). This type
of observation is also true for our
recent, not yet published research of
over 200 people. This is not to say
that any level of copper intake can
be safe. However, based on present
knowledge, copper supplementation
of 2 to 3 mg per day, the common
dosing range, has never been clearly
shown to be harmful.
In summary, iron and copper
can produce free radicals in a test
tube, and some studies suggest that
keeping intakes low can work against
some health problems. However,
closer inspection of these studies
calls into question the validity of
restricting iron and copper intake.
Moreover, other studies blatantly
contradict the concept.
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